
Après la présentation, nous nous répartirons en petits 

groupes : Si vous souhaitez faire partie d'un groupe de 

discussion en français, 

veuillez taper FR dans le chat

After the presentation, we’ll go into breakout groups: 

If you would like to be in a French breakout group, 

please type FR in the chat



New journal articles: a two part series

From the Inside Out: 

○ A Community-led Framework, and 
○ Ten Ways Forward 

for Collective Decolonization of Knowledge and Practice. 

Knowledge Management for Development Journal
Special Issue on Knowledge Decolonization



PART ONE

The Community-led Worldview of Systems Change: 
A Framework centering local knowledge and aspirations in 
pursuit of transformational sustainability and resilience. 
                 
 A holistic view through the lens of community-led development





PART TWO

Creating Spaces for Knowledge Decolonization: 

Changing relationships, shifting power dynamics for 
co-creation across the Movement for Community-led 
Development 

              Ten recommendations for taking action



Get ready: When we read through these 10 

recommendations…
jot down one or two that 

stand out to you.

Préparez-vous : Quand nous lirons ces 10 

recommandations...

notez-en une ou deux qui vous interpellent.



TEN WAYS TO DECOLONIZE KNOWLEDGE AND NURTURE CLD

1. Start with the heart: fall in love with what is happening. 

2. Power dynamics are often broken: fix them constantly, 
intentionally, artfully.

3. Foster growth mindsets (and root out “learned 

helplessness”).

4. Process, Process, Process, built on adept facilitation. 

5. Co-create a shared space where everyone has a part to play.



6. Communities are experts: Look within.

7. Recognize that the power that fuels and sustains progress 
is intangible.

8.  Plan for decades, while acting in the present. 

9. See that we are all interconnected: partner and collaborate 
inclusively.

10. Aim strongly for authentic, literal transformation--a truly 
changed local system.



Breakout Groups (20 min)
Of the ten recommendations: 

Which stood out to you? 
Why did it stand out to you?

Sur les dix recommandations : 
Qu'est-ce qui vous a sauté aux yeux ? 

Pourquoi l'avez-vous remarqué ?

(We will also put them in the chat…)





Extra slides not for use



Hot topics for us now:

1. Controversy: “mindset change” and even “mindset”--too Western?

2. Innovative ways to surface local knowledge, including working from 

“community-led worldview”

a. Collaborating with Collective Change Lab around systems storytelling

b. Possible also trauma



Platform:
Social Movement

Tools:
Systems practices

Vision: 
Community-led 

Development
Together, we can aim 
for a transformed 
world, community by 
community.

How? By rolling out 

Community-led 
Development across 

countries. Ways to create and manage 
collective change that lasts

The Movement for Community-led Development

Dignity, voice, and agency for all as 
the best way to end poverty

Co-creating a way forward, 
and journeying together




